
Dax, 'SUPER GREMLIN' Freestyle
i got a SODA addiction I POP out on every beat
so many bars in my head is the reason i’m dropping a song every couple of weeks
this ain’t a hobby i’m feeding my family I
stay out but i keep the receipts
i’m paying taxes that double your salary
i could be flexing but that’s for the sheep
i'm at the top of the game independent they ain’t gotta say it we already know it
i just went gold by myself i was too busy working said fuck it and didn’t even post it
people be thinking i need the promotion
f*ck is you on?
what is you smoking?
i see them speak and i laugh then i get in the lab because hate it a wasted emotion
fuck it i’m busting it wide open
dax comin for everything
straight to the top of game
people be saying that i’m broken
f*ck you i’m devoted
to break the simplistic notion
that everyday struggle ain't the constant motion to evolve and become what they deem as chosen in a world the ELITES have WOVEN i RIP through SEAMS of the MATRIX and then expose them
i was never the one f*cked around and got baptized
as a child on welfare never was mad fly
same jeans to school everyday they’d ask why
so i’d hide to my demise
disguise the pain i felt inside
with an irrevocable lust to get high off success in life
from the hoop to a golden mic
and my pen with the ink I write
you n*ggas smoking on bath salts
dax a put ya head to assphalt
u faking so i’m taking the mask off
u better back off
i'm coming like a WITCH-my-CRAFT and CAST SPELLS with the likes of GANDALF
you better handoff
it’s SWEET DREAMS like it’s MARILYN MANSON
you better bank on
dax taking the gang on
i don’t ever lose i can’t
cause I ain’t neva f*cking making a bad song
because this SUPER-STARS enormous
IT'S to BIG and BRIGHT they try but can’t ignore it
i got BARS in SPACE these way my thoughts ORBIT
i’m CONNECTED on a LEVEL so VAST you can’t EXPLORE it
let alone even afford it
i’m putting on for my family and city
i’m out in Canada feeding the beavers i’m shoveling snow but i’m still getting litty
I finna BALL when i’m on the MIKE (mic) just like a KING they calling me BIBBY (Mike Bibby, Sacremento Kings)
i’m dropping DOUBLE DIGITS on you nIggas DOUBLE BARRELL SHOTgun with a COUPLE TITTIES bout to RETARDED like i’m REN AND STIMPY
b*tch i got that sticky icky icky icky 
FAIRLY ODD i PARENT beats i’m going crazy BABY-they-get-SAT i’m feeling like I’m VICKY
matter fact i’m TIMMY if you WANDA (wanna) rap wit me i’m in the COSMOs on the MILKY WAY-SWERVING POTHOLES if dis-count(this count) Ii’m COSTCO
i MONEY HEIST like OSLO
saving lost souls
spitting gospel
one of Jesus's 12 apostles
i spit so hostile
have you turn to Christ and contemplate ya life when dax get to painting pictures like he Picasso
it shouldn’t be possible
every single song \i make is just like a novel
they PREY(pray) on me like they READING THE BIBLE
they TANK-on-E and they DOWNWARD SPIRAL
cuz these people so lost and they be worshiping idols
i pray for my enemies and their survival
to break those chains and the vicious cycle
they profit off death and the loss is vital and Dax is the spark to the new revival



ooooo
i’m taking the title
married to the game and i'm a loyal disciple
CUT the FAT, LIPO
f*ck it I’m psycho
MICHEAL can’t GUARD ME
i'm MAKING PLAYS in ISO
i’ll retire right now and this shit intact
i talked God on my knees and he answered me back
i said i'm done with the music and don’t want to rap
he said I had to continue and started to laugh
cuz the devils lurking and he’s on the attack
and Dax FACTS will exterminate CAP 
and relapse and then resurrect rap 
I RUN TRACK like OLYMPICS my CALISTHENICS make PUSH-UP and PULL-UP 
in fact my FLUORIDEs (Flow rides) you can’t SINK me and that cause I get it right out the TAP
a MENTAL GIANT when I WALK BEATS the BASELINE of the MELODY CRACKS
i slap glass when I DUNK i’m ALVIN-with-the-CHIPS-I-SPIT-like-a-MONK 
i’ve withdrawn from materialistic evils all the garbage they feed you is junk
I levitated
Stayed down and I meditated
God fearing im a Melanated truth speaker for a generation
SAY IT WITH ME....
its dax!
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